
LifecycleIQ
SERVICES

Empower every stage of your lifecycle journey with lifecycle services
that provide integrated industrial analytics, transformative
technologies, and unparalleled domain knowledge. Our LifecycleIQ
Services connect, secure, mobilize, and scale your manufacturing
operations for greater performance, reliability, safety, and ongoing
innovation. 

Continuously improve performance and production across
your lifecycle. 

For more information, please visit
smcelectric.com

Innovation

Discover what our Lifecycle IQ
Services can do for your
enterprise:

Accelerate Business Growth

and identification of new opportunities to improve

LifecycleIQ Services offer a powerful partnership to help solve the
challenges of today while positioning your enterprise to excel in the
future. Let's talk about what's possible! 

Design of more integrated and intelligent networks, systems, and 
applications

Improved operations
and scalable project delivery

with use application, technical expertise,

Securely connected and maintained 
to better contextualize information and predict what's coming

data, systems, and processes

Innovation helps you work faster, smarter, and with
greater agility at every lifecycle stage

Achieve Workforce Excellence
Securely connect people, processes, and technologies

Improve Productivity
Continuously improve performance and production
through data-driven decision making

Manage Risk
Meet regulatory compliance and quality standards
while protecting people and processes

Drive Sustainability
Implement environmental and economical
manufacturing processes



THE RIGHT MIX TO HELP

Innovate: Improve Productivity Through Innovation
Data should be the best friend of any manufacturer, and the innovate phase is where data becomes the star of the
show. To help you increase both productivity and profitability, we can establish a baseline and then continuously
work to unlock the potential of your investments. Analytics and studies help show where you are and identify new
opportunities that could benefit you.

For more information, please visit
smcelectric.com

Consulting Services
Digital transformation, strategy,
and design

Professional Services
Program and project
management and implementation

Connected Services
Cybersecurity, OT networks, and
remote support

Field Services
Asset management, on-site
support and safety

Workforce Services
Training and enablement

Design: Discover Integrated, Intelligent Design
Anything is possible when you can collaborate with domain experts to help identify your challenges and determine
the right approach for success. As your main automation contractor, we can help design your network, your system,
and your application so it's integrated and intelligent. We can help support your:

System design and simulation
Functional safety
Automation, information, and
equipment requirements

OT network infrastructure
Front-end engineering design (FEED)
Digital plant

Operate: Build and Operate the Machines and Systems You Need
Could you use some additional application and technology expertise during the build and operate phase of a
project? Lean on us to help install, start up, commission, and support the operation of your machines and systems.
We offer scalable project delivery methods and complete project management services to help protect your
investments. From implementing drives systems to full logical network implementations to modernizing an entire
system, we can do it all.

Maintain: Leverage Digital Insights to Maintain Optimal Operations
Planning for the future and navigating problems can be challenging when you lack the right information. We help
you by connecting all of your data, systems, and processes to provide you with the right information at the right time
- information that can help you predict what's coming, anticipate an issue before it happens, and make your business
more connected, productive, and intelligent.


